To Whom it may concern,

For many years I, like many practitioners, have participated in long established CPD programs, namely for myself, MOSSIP from ASUM and the ASAR. These programs run from 1/1 to 31/12 each year. It would be more beneficial and practical for the new board to also run their CPD program to the same calendar. I'm sure the new board is not out to reinvent the wheel when it comes to CPD, but merely more concerned that CPD occurs. The way CPD points are now managed with the AIR is clumsy and duplicated. MOSSIP has been given the status of CPD provider for the NZMRBT, so therefore I assume it will not have a problem in being a provider for the Australian Board. With this in mind the transfer of points from one provider to the other must be made simpler than it is now with the transfer of point to the AIR.

I believe this is how the transfer of points should occur. If I select MOSSIP as my CPD program, then record all my CPD with them. They are then responsible for the random auditing of practitioners in their program. At the end of every year MOSSIP then sends the Board a copy of my CPD. This currently occurs with the transfer of points between MOSSIP and the ASAR.

Regards

S. Southern